New EAM courses: 5x0.5 days

“Introduction and Asset Management”
- Tools and interfaces
- Creating equipment & structures
- Enhancing equipment records and advanced features
- Basic reporting

“Work Management”
- Work order lifecycle – creation, preparation, execution, reporting
- Structuring work
- Automated creation of WOs
- Basic reporting

“Spare Part Management”
- Spare part transactions
- Enhancing spare part information
- Ordering, repairing, replenishing
- Basic reporting

“Mass Generation, Update and Reporting”
- Mass generation and update
- Advanced access and interfacing
- Inboxes, KPIs and notifications
- Reporting with Pentaho

“Local Administration”
- Access rights and permissions
- User creation and management
- Enhancing the user experience
- Workflows
80+ documents available in EDMS

Some examples:

More docs:

https://edms.cern.ch/project/CERN-0000088827